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Abstract
Bangkok is notorious for its chronic traffic congestion due to the rapid urbanization
and the haphazard city plan. The Sathorn Road network area stands to be one of the
most critical areas where gridlocks are a normal occurrence during rush hours. This stems
from the high volume of demand imposed by the dense geographical placement of 3 big
educational institutions and the insufficient link capacity with strict routes. Current solutions place heavy reliance on human traffic control expertises to prevent and disentangle
gridlocks by consecutively releasing each queue length spillback through inter-junction
coordination. A calibrated dataset of the Sathorn Road network area in a microscopic
road traffic simulation package SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) is provided in the
work of Chula-Sathorn SUMO Simulator (Chula-SSS). In this paper, we aim to utilize the
Chula-SSS dataset with extended vehicle flows and gridlocks in order to further optimize
the present traffic signal control policies with reinforcement learning approaches by an
artificial agent. Reinforcement learning has been successful in a variety of domains over
the past few years. While a number of researches exist on using reinforcement learning
with adaptive traffic light control, existing studies often lack pragmatic considerations concerning application to the physical world especially for the traffic system infrastructure in
developing countries, which suffer from constraints imposed from economic factors. The
resultant limitation of the agent’s partial observability of the whole network state at any
specific time is imperative and cannot be overlooked. With such partial observability constraints, this paper has reported an investigation on applying the Ape-X Deep Q-Network
agent at the critical junction in the morning rush hours from 6 AM to 9 AM with practically occasional presence of gridlocks. The obtainable results have shown a potential value
of the agent’s ability to learn despite physical limitations in the traffic light control at the
considered intersection within the Sathorn gridlock area. This suggests a possibility of
further investigations on agent applicability in trying to mitigate complex interconnected
gridlocks in the future.

1

Introduction

As the global second highest congestion level city [23], Bangkok has received numerous efforts
in an attempt to alleviate the problem. In 2015, under the global initiative of the umbrella
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project Sustainable Mobility Project 2.0 of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the Sathorn Model Project was adopted by the Toyota Mobility Foundation
in Bangkok [21]. Various sensors have been installed along the upstream lanes approaching
the critical Surasak Intersection by the project [21]. In early attempts to mimic real world
congestions for what-if scenario studies, the work of Chula-Sathorn SUMO Simulator (ChulaSSS) [3] has been initiated to provide calibrated datasets over the Sathorn Road network in a
microscopic road traffic simulation package Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [15]. The
datasets has been extensively calibrated by the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the actual
link travel time in the weekday morning and evening rush hour from 6 AM to 9 AM and 3 PM
to 7 PM respectively.
One of the what-if scenarios of utmost importance is to investigate on different congestion
mitigation plans especially on traffic signal light controls. In doing so, there exist numerous
challenges. The Sathorn Road infrastructure stands to be the busiest road network [24]. This is
due to the density of the high rise buildings and the dense geographical placement of the schools
and universities. No automation has been trusted for rush-hour traffic signal light control operations, although such automation infrastructure has already been installed. Currently, in
practice, a manual adaptive traffic signal control is utilized, which relies on tacit knowledge accumulated by traffic police expertise. The current traffic indicators gained through the expert’s
experience are the queue length and vehicle minimum gap. Although heuristic signal actuated
logics were extracted from human experts as an attempt to standardize the process [3], human
expertise is still heavily relied on and current tools are utilized for visualization, simulation,
and further analysis. In overall, hence, the traffic signal light control problem remains an open
challenge to explore further towards an optimization and automation within the present traffic
signal control policies. In addition, due to severely over-saturated condition, gridlocks are a
normal occurence in the time of rush hour. This requires the traffic police’s manual intervention
and coordination to resolve in current practices, and complicates further if such operation must
be automated in the future.
In this paper, we aim to utilize the readily calibrated Chula-SSS dataset with extended
vehicle flows and simulated gridlocks in order to optimize the present traffic signal control policies. The herein adopted approach is based on the reinforcement learning by an artificial agent.
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning paradigm to automate goal-directed learning and
decision making through an artificial agent’s repeated interactions with the environment so as
to maximize the cumulative numerical reward signal. And with deep reinforcement learning
[16], usage of neural networks as a function approximator can be further introduced for the
action-value function. With such increased generalization, it is viable for the agent to learn in
large state and/or action spaces. From the literature, reinforcement learning in a traffic light
control setting is not new. A number of researches utilize the Q-learning framework to apply to
the traffic light control problem. The researches explored several state space definition, action
space definition, and reward definitions. Various state space definition has been proposed. For
instance, the state space as a dense sensory input as been seen in [9, 8], where the discrete
traffic state encoding (DTSE) provides dense spatial information as 3 vectors (presense of vehicle, speed of vehicle, and traffic signal phase) to pass into a convolutional neural network.
Although the dense input has shown improvements in the result, it poses a challenge towards
the real-world implementation due to the dense sensor placement requirement in the real world
setting. Past RL formulation of the traffic light control setting is still lacking in pragmatism,
since the defined environment is a simple isolated intersection with low action space [9, 19, 8].
Although [28] attempts to utilize real-world traffic dataset from Jinan, China as the traffic
flow, the environment is still an isolated intersection with 2 discrete action space. The reward
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(b) Chula-SSS Dataset in SUMO

Figure 1: Comparison between actual map and Chula-SSS dataset
in the Sathorn Road Area

definitions are mostly hard to observe by a real agent, such as delay [2, 6, 28, 19] or vehicle
waiting time [8, 28]. There remain many open challenges consequently.
Especially for the traffic system infrastructure in developing countries, this paper tries to
investigate one challenge, stemming from constraints imposed from economic factors. Particularly, this paper addresses the resultant limitation of the agent’s partial observability of the
whole network state at any specific time, which is imperative and cannot be overlooked. With
such partial observability constraints, this paper has reported an investigation on applying the
Ape-X Deep Q-Network agent at the critical junction in the morning rush hours from 6 AM
to 9 AM with practically occasional presence of gridlocks. The obtainable numerical experiments utilize heavily Chula-SSS dataset with the focus on studying a potential value of the
agent’s ability to learn despite physical limitations in the traffic light control at the considered
intersection within the Sathorn gridlock area.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem and defines the agent;
the experimental setup is in Section 3 and discussion of the results in Section 4; finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2

Problem Formulation

In this section, we first introduce the existing traffic infrastructure, the corresponding simulation
model, and then formulate the traffic light control problem as an reinforcement learning task.

2.1

Sathorn Road Infrastructure

The area of interest in the Sathorn Road network streches from the Taksin Bridge to the
Witthayu intersection, which passes through the Surasak Intersection and the Narinthorn Intersection. The Chula-SSS dataset features a heavily callibrated version of the Sathorn Road
network generated from OpenStreetMap (OSM). A side-by-side comparison of the actual map
and the Chula-SSS dataset is shown in Figure 1. The map in the Chula-SSS Dataset has minor
differences to the actual Longdo Map regarding the absence of the minor roads and the introduction of connecting sources and sinks. This was done to simplify the scope of the network
31
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Figure 2: Example scenario for Gridlock

and to ease the manual callibration process. The vehicle flows of the dataset are callibrated
only on predefined routes occuring on the major roads.
Traffic Gridlock: A traffic gridlock is a form of congestion state where queue length spillback
propagates in a closed loop–resulting in a complete standstill. Once the downstream edge
approaches full capacity, the limited capacity would disallow the upstream edges to enter upon
a green light phase. In practice, this would lead to vehicles being trapped in the middle of the
junction, blockading the path for the opposite direction–rendering any phase changes ineffective.
These gridlocks are frequently observed in the Sathorn Road network at the time of peak traffic
demand, requiring traffic experts to manually disentangle the gridlock through inter-junction
coordination.
The Chula-SSS SUMO dataset was calibrated under SUMO v0.25.0 when the vehicle lane
changing model was not properly configured, leading to criss-cross lane-to-lane connections.
The vehicle behavior inside these intersecting internal links is not supported in the current
SUMO v1.0.1 version. The dataset is adviced to run with the flag --no-internal-links
true, disallowing vehicle junction blockers altogether. Although the Chula-SSS SUMO dataset
was not calibrated for vehicle junction blockade, gridlocks through queue length spillback still
occur for upstream demand when the downstream edge is at full capacity. In the case that
the downstream capacity is full, SUMO’s no-block-heuristic mechanism will not allow the
vehicles in the upstream to move into the junction. An example scenario for gridlock can be
illustrated by Figure 2, where the upstream demand from the North, West, and South directions
all try to utilize the East downstream lane. If the lane capacity is not enough or there is not
enough flow, the lane then becomes a traffic bottleneck and queue length spillback will occur
and the vehicles in the upstream demand will be unable to flow.
The critical routes responsible for the gridlock in Chula-SSS extended flows is illustrated
in Figure 3, where the vehicle routes form a closed loop on itself, potentially causing a traffic
gridlock. These routes are extracted from the behavior of the parents dropping off children to
their designated school and universities. Three major education institutions indicated by stars
are densely located in the network. The situation is worsen by the fact that Pramuan Road
and Si Wiang Road is a one-way road, imposing severe limitations on the link throughput.
The Taksin Bridge serves as the connector between the West Thon Buri district and the East
Sathorn district divided by the Chao Phraya River. Route 1 highlighted in red represents
parents living in the East side, driving down the Sirat Expressway, dropping students and
32
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Figure 3: Critical Routes in the Sathorn Network
Table 1: Extended Route Flows
Route
1
2
3

Time
7:00 AM - 8:15 AM
6:45 AM - 7:15 AM
6:15 AM - 6:45 AM

Flow (Vehicles per hour)
425
300
300

Total Vehicles
531
150
150

proceeding to the Silom Road. Routes 2 and 3, color-coded by blue and green respectively,
represents parents living in the West side–seen by the need to cross the Chao Phraya River by
the Taksin Bridge. The difference between the two routes is the origin, Route 2 comes from the
North Mahesak Road while Route 3 comes from the South Sirat Expressway. The flows in each
route are estimated by statistical surveys at each educational institution regarding the total
number of students that come by private cars as shown in Table 1. It can be observed that the
3 critical routes all utilize the downstream South Sathorn Road. It can be expected that the
downstream South Sathorn Road will most likely be the bottleneck link that could potentially
cause gridlock once it approaches full capacity.
The Surasak Intersection is the main junction of interest. The current traffic fixed-time
control signal phase handcrafted by human experts is defined in Figure 4. The main phases as
defined by the traffic police experts are phase 1, 3, and 5. However, based on the extracted
heuristic signal actuated logics from human experts [3] as shown in Figure 4, extra phases which
are the subset of other phases like phase 4 and 6 are also utilized in special cases to mitigate
gridlock.
Sensor placement: There are a total of 3 types of sensors installed in the approaching lanes
of the Surasak Intersection: induction loop coil sensors, thermal cameras, and CCTV cameras.
The latter two requires image processing to extract useful information. For example, currently
the camera sensors uses background subtraction to extract the vehicle occupancy data over a
specific field of view of the sensor. The detailed configuration of the physical sensor placement
33
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Standard Phase 1-3-1-5

• When the queue of downstream North Sathorn reaches the Sathorn Intersection
• When the queue of downstream South Sathorn reaches the Sathorn Intersection
• Queue of Si Wiang Road reaches Pramuan Road on Bangkok Christian College and
Assumption Convent School
• Vehicles on Taksin Bridge 300 meters from Sathorn Intersection is starting to move
• Phase 1 duration more than 120-150 seconds
Changing Phase from 3 to 1:
• Reduced jam length of Si Wiang Road or vehicles are moving on Pramuan Road
continuously for 20-30 seconds
• Minimum gap between vehicles that crosses the intersection is too high
• Velocity of the vehicles that crosses the intersection is too low
• Phase 3 duration more than 30-80 seconds
Changing Phase from 1 to 5:
• Queue of Si Wiang Road reaches Pramuan Road on Bangkok Christian College and
Assumption Convent School
• Queue of CharoenRat is too long
• Phase 1 duration more than 120-150 seconds
Changing Phase from 5 to 1:
• Reduced jam length of CharoenRat Road
• Phase 5 duration more than 40-50 seconds
Note: Use Phase 1-3-1-3-5 if want to get cars out from Surasak and Pramuan Road. Use
Phase 4 (instead of Phase 1) when the head of queue from Sathorn South reaches Sathorn
Intersection. Use Phase 6 (instead of Phase 1) when the head of queue from Sathorn
North reaches Sathorn Intersection.
Figure 4: Heuristic Signal Actuated Logics at the Morning Rush Hour of Surasak Intersection
[3] Version 23/11/2016 Yannawa Police District
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Figure 5: Sensor Configuration with granted usage permission from http://map.longdo.com/

Figure 6: Detector Configuration in SUMO

is shown in Figure 5 along with the representation reflected in SUMO as shown in Figure 6.
The induction loop sensors are represented by SUMO E1 Induction Loops Detectors, which
are placed in the front of all the approaching upstream edges at the Surasak Intersection.
The cameras of both types are represented by SUMO E2 Lane Area Detectors, from which
the vehicle occupancy data over a specific area is extracted. To approximate an occupancy
value over an area in SUMO, we define cell an area occupied by a set of lane area detectors
representing a particular camera sensor. Each consecutive cell is continuous as opposed to the
camera’s specific field of view. This provides the agent with accurate information over the
current cell’s occupancy. Although sampling by the cameras may approximate the actual cell
occupancy value, further research has to be done to verify the results. Currently there are
a total of 18 cells (5 for Surasak, 4 for CharoenRat, 4 for South Sathorn, and 5 for North
Sathorn). In addition, a 50-meter detector was placed in the downstream direction of each lane
in the junction to expand the agent’s ability to detect the aforementioned traffic gridlock via
observation of queue length spilback from the downstream edges. Although these downstream
edge detectors have not been made available in the actual installation on the Sathorn Road,
35
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their presence is necessary for the learning ability. And we rely on the simulation capability of
SUMO together with our chosen learning algorithm to help convey this justification for future
engineering investment, if a learning-based traffic light control framework would be envisioned
for a possible future deployment.

2.2

Reinforcement Learning

To formulate a traffic light control as a reinforcement learning problem, we consider tasks in
which an agent interacts with the envionment E, in this case the SUMO simulation, in a sequence
of observations, actions, and rewards. At each time step t the agent receives a representation of
the environment’s state st , the agent responds by selecting an action at , and the environment
executes the action and returns back the next reward rt+1 and state st+1 . The goal of the agent
Pinf
is a policy π which maximizes the expected cumulative discounted reward Rt = k=0 γ k rt+k+1 .

State Space
Let Ste be the environment internal state at time step t and Sta be the agent’s internal representation of the state at time step t. The environment’s internal state Ste is not directly observed by
the agent; instead the agent observes sensory information output from the simulated detectors.
The simulated detectors are placed in correspondance with the actual geographical placement
of the sensors as explained in Section 2.1. Therefore, the only available observation O for the
agent will be the occupancy values from each sensor and the current traffic signal phase P . The
traffic signal phase P is a one-hot encoding of the traffic phase index, each element represents
a different traffic phase, hence P is a binary vector with the size of action space A, P ∈ B|A| .
There are a total of 21 cells in the system (18 upstream cells and 3 downstream cells). The
agent’s state space will then be the vector S a ∈ R21 × P . In SUMO, the mean occupancy for
each lane area detector is defined as the mean percentage of the occupied detector’s place by
vehicles. However, a cell may span several edges, consisting of lane area detectors of unequal
length. To find the mean occupancy, the weighted average of the mean occupancy with respect
to the detector length is used.
Note that the agent has partial observability Ot = Sta 6= Ste , and the agent’s limited visibility
does not contain enough information for the states of the other critical intersections in the grid.
Although this is a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), we will investigate
the effectiveness of the observation under the assumption that the current observation is the
environment state to limit the complexity of the architecture. While it is also possible to build
Sta through the complete history Sta = Ht , the beliefs of the environment state Sta = (P[Ste =
a
Ws + Ot W0 ) [29], we
s1 ], ..., P[Ste = sn ]) [13], or using a recurrent neural network Sta = σ(St−1
will leave that up for future works to extend.

Action Space
After the agent receives a representation of the environment’s state sat ∈ S at the beginning of
time step t, the agent is required to select an action at ∈ A to influence the system dynamics.
The action space A is the set of all possible actions that the agent is allowed to take. As shown
in Figure 7, the action space A = {0, ..., 8} is the set of all traffic signal phases. This action space
is extended from the list of selected actions from human experts, accounting for all the subsets
and possible combinations of the phases. The environment dynamics will change according to
the selected action. If the chosen action at is the same with the previous action at−1 , then
the traffic lights at that time remain unchanged. If the chosen action at is different from the
36
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(a) Phase 0

(b) Phase 1

(c) Phase 2

(d) Phase 3

(e) Phase 4

(f) Phase 5

(g) Phase 6

(h) Phase 7

(i) Phase 8

Figure 7: Action Space Consisting of 9 Phases

previous action at−1 , then a transition of traffic signal is executed before the selected action
at . The transition signal is defined as 5 seconds of yellow light for lanes that have previously
received green light.

Reward
The immediate feedback signal after the agent takes an action at is the scalar reward rt+1 ∈ R.
With the limited visibility of the agent, the reward rt+1 in this research is shown in Equation (1):
the weighted difference between the vehicle throughput during time step t to t + 1 denoted by
µt+1 and weighted observed occupancy. The vehicle throughput is provided by the induction
loop detectors, and the weighted observed occupancy is from the observation in the next time
step Ot+1 . Note that the use of the subscript t + 1 in the reward is intentional as to place
emphasis on the chronological flow of receiving delayed reward the time step after taking an
action at , by which the agent is able to observe the new state st+1 .
rt+1 = αµt+1 − β(Ot+1 · C)

(1)
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whereby α ∈ R+ and β ∈ R+ are non-negative constants to vary the ratio between the two
terms. As defined in the agent’s state, the observation vector O ∈ R21 × P comprises of 18
occupancy values for each upstream cell, 3 occupancy values for each downstream cell, and the
one-hot encoding of the traffic signal phase. To limit the agent’s punishment for vehicles that
are too far away, only the first 3 cells in each upstream approaching cells are taken into account.
The occupancy values from the observation vector will then be dot product by the maximum
cell capacity C, which is a vector containing the maximum cell capacity for the first 3 upstream
approaching cells. The maximum cell capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles
that is able to fit inside a cell without minimum gap length. The resulting product would give
the total vehicle backlog of all of the approaching lanes with respect to the 3 approaching cells.
In this paper, we will investigate the effects of varying the parameters α and β in the reward
function.

Agent Architecture
We model the learning agent to learn in a distributed setting with Ape-X [11]. The Ape-X
architecture is a general learning framework which centralizes a shared replay memory and uses
prioritized experience replay [20] to learn the most useful experiences. Different exploration
policies can be given to the different distributed actors. This framework may be combined with
different learning algorithms, where we have combined it with Deep Q network (DQN) [16, 17]
without the convolutional layers due to the low spatial dimensionality of the input. With the
numerous improvements and proposed extensions to the architecture [25, 26, 20, 4, 7], we have
chosen to utilize some of the extensions of Rainbow [10] as proposed in Ape-X DQN.
Vanilla DQN: A deep Q network (DQN) is a multi-layered neural network that estimates
the action-value function Q(s, a; θ) ≈ Q∗ (s, a), with θ as the parameters. Two important components of the DQN are the experience replay and the target slowly moving copy of the online
network with parameters θ− [17]. The experience replay [12] stores the agent’s experiences
et = (st , at , rt , st+1 ) and batches are sampled from the pool uniformly ie. (s, a, r, s0 ) ∼ U (D).
The notation without t is to denote that the sampled experience need not be at the current
time t, but any experience from the replay buffer. The Q network can be trained by adjusting
the parameters θt to reduce the mean-squared error in the Bellman equation. The following
loss function at training step t is the squared Temporal Difference (TD) error.

2 
1
0 0 −
Q(s , a ; θt ) − Q(s, a; θt
Lt (θt ) = E(s,a,r,s0 )∼U (D) r + γ max
a0
2
Ape-X DQN: The extensions that we have chosen from Rainbow [10] includes: Double QLearning [25] to lower the overestimation bias due to the use of the max operator, Prioritized
Replay [20] to increase data efficiency of the samples by importance weighted with absolute TD
error, Dueling Networks [26] to improve the generalization of the agent by learning the value
of each state, and Multi-step learning [22] for faster convergence.
Ape-X DQN [11] combines the aforementioned improvements in a single integrated agent. A
dueling network architecture is used as the function approximator Q(·, ·, θ). The loss function
is then:
"
2 #
1
−
(n)
n
(n)
(n)
Lt (θt ) = E(s,a,r,s0 )∼pt (D)
r + γ Q(s , argmax Q(s , a; θt ), θt ) − Q(s, a; θt
2
a
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where the experience (s, a, r, s0 ) ∼ pt (D) is sampled in a prioritized experience replay manner
and pt denotes the probability distribution of selecting an experience. The superscript (n)
denotes the n-step learning.

3

Experimental Setup and Training

The experiments have been conducted by using RISELab’s RLlib [14], an open-source library
for reinforcement learning that uses Ray [18] for distributed execution and Tensorflow [1] for
model definition. We have built an OpenAI Gym [5] wrapper around the Chula-SSS dataset [3]
and SUMO v1.0.1 [15] interfaced with Libsumo–a Traci API [27] C++ interface for interaction
with the running simulation with language bindings for Python via SWIG.
One episode is defined as one full run of the Chula-SSS morning dataset–a 3 hour simulated
traffic from 6AM to 9AM consisting of 10800 simulation steps (one simulation step corresponds
to 1 simulated second by configuring --step-length 1 when running SUMO). We train for a
total of 250 training epoch, where each epoch is 43200 simulation steps (equivalent to 4 episodes,
but the number of episodes completed per epoch is non-uniform due to the asynchronous training). In total, the agent will accumulate experience equal to a total of 1000 episodes (10.8
million simulated steps) or 3000 hours of experience, equivalent to 125 simulated days. An
agent step or agent’s action interval is defined to be equivalent to 10 simulation steps ie. an
agent is allowed to take an action every 10 seconds.
Each experiment has been executed on the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) with a Compute
Engine Instance of 24 vCPUs, 64 GB Memory, and 1 Nvidia Tesla P4. At any given point in
time, there will be 23 actors and 1 learner running in parallel for each agent.
For the reward function parameters, α is kept constant at 1 while β is varied linearly from
0.04 to 0.16 in intervals of 0.04. This interval is chosen since in the beginning of training,
the average throughput in an episode was measured to be 57 ± 20 while the average weighted
occupancy in an episode was measured to be 720 ± 360. A rough coefficient to multiply the
weighted occupancy with so that both variables have comparable importance is approximated
to be 57/720 ≈ 0.08. The discount factor γ used is 0.9. Training uses the Adam optimizer with
the learning rate of 5 ∗ 10−4 . A forward-view multi-step learning is used with a truncated 3-step
return. A buffer size of 1 million is used in the experience replay. The absolute TD errors are
used for the learner’s replay sampling priorities, which are sampled by with priority exponent
αsample = 0.6. The prioritized replay bias is corrected with the importance sampling factor
of β = 0.4. The exploration fraction  is annealed from 1 to 0.1 in 150k timesteps. Gradient
norms are clipped to 40. Before the learning starts, the learner waits for 10800 steps to be
accumulated in the experience replay. The target network used in the loss calculation is copied
from the online network every 21600 steps or 10 episodes.

4

Results and Discussion

The performance of the agent is assessed for both the agent’s observable and non-observable
metrics: reward, throughput, jam length, mean speed, and average green time. One justification
of the agent’s learning performance with respect to average reward per episode is shown in
Figure 8. At the end of the training, the reward signal remains stagnant, which indicates a
convergent behavior for all parameter cases of the agent. The convergence behavior between
all cases seem to be similar, plateauing at around 400k agent steps.
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(a) Reward α=1 β=0.04

(b) Reward α=1 β=0.08

(c) Reward α=1 β=0.12

(d) Reward α=1 β=0.16

Figure 8: Reward of Different Parameters

Figure 9: Average Vehicle Throughput
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Figure 10: Potential Visual Policy of the Sathorn Road Network

The agent’s average vehicle throughput is shown in Figure 9. It is expected that the order
of the vehicle throughput at the end of 1 million agent steps would be in the inverse order of the
weighted occupancy coefficient. This is because the more importance it places to the vehicle
backlog from the β term, the less important the vehicle throughput provided by the α term
is. At 800k agent steps, it is evident that the agent with β = 0.04 has the highest throughput
and β = 0.08, 0.12, 0.16 in decreasing order. This shows the agent’s ability to be able to place
importance in the concerning factors of the reward function.
An interesting insight could be seen in Figure 11. All the parameter cases of the agent favor
the lower jam length in the Surasak upstream lanes and place low importance in decreasing the
South Sathorn jam length. An average Surasak jam length lower than 300 meters is observed
in all cases after 600k agent steps, and South Sathorn jam length being over 500 meters after
400k agent steps. There is a slight change in this particular behavior when the importance
in weighted occupancy term β is increased, allowing Surasak’s jam length to increase when
comparing β = 0.04, 0.08 and β = 0.12, 0.16. This policy is in agreement of the traffic police
expert’s technique, using South Sathorn as the buffer zone to block the vehicles that could
potentially enter the critical loop, while giving high priority to the Surasak upstream direction
to be able to alleviate the potential gridlock as discussed in Section 2.1. The policy could be
further visualized in Figure 10. It can be seen that congestion in the the upstream of the South
Sathorn Road will likely not affect the current gridlock of interest, and with the large capacity
of the link, the agent is able to treat it as a buffer to allow cars to fill in without allowing
them to proceed to the bottleneck downstream link of the South Sathorn Road. On the other
hand, the Surasak Road directly affects the potential gridlock that could happen and a high
jam length could rapidly propagate the queue-length spillback to the other links. The Surasak
Road should be taken care off quickly as a result.
The North Sathorn jam length suggests a slightly decreasing trend. In accordance to the
aforementioned critical gridlock loop, there is no drawback in releasing the North Sathorn Road
to the downstream link as the vehicles will not contribute to the gridlock. The CharoenRat jam
41
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(a) Surasak Jam Length

(b) CharoenRat Jam Length

(c) South Sathorn Jam Length

(d) North Sathorn Jam Length

Figure 11: Jam Length of the Approaching Lanes

length divides into two courses of action: the two agents with the lower weighted occupancy
coefficient β = 0.04, 0.08 allows the jam length in the CharoenRat direction to be at around 700
meters, while the other two agents with the higher weighted occupancy coefficient β = 0.12, 0.16
controls the jam length to be around 400 meters. This should be seen in conjunction with the
average green time in Figure 12. The agent with higher weighted occupancy β = 0.12, 0.16
does not allow the vehicles in the CharoenRat Road to fill up, as it would mean the increase
of the total number of vehicles existent on the road. This is observed by the average green
time of phases 3 and 8 in Figure 12d and Figure 12i respectively. The agent with the higher
weighted occupancy β = 0.12, 0.16 has an average green time on phases 3 and 8 at around 20
seconds, while the agents with the lower weighted occupancy β = 0.04, 0.08 has much lower
green time on these phases. Although the higher weighted occupancy agents favor the upstream
of CharoenRat, the consistent average jam length of around 400 meters comes from the fact
that CharoenRat is divided into two sections: the two leftmost lanes in the CharoenRat Road
is always turn left and the two rightmost lanes in the CharoenRat Road is always turn right.
Hence, the agent has no control over the vehicle leakage and the average jam length will always
be existent if there is high queue length spillback in the downstream edge of South Sathorn and
the flow of vehicles from the CharoenRat Road attempting to enter the critical loop exists.
The mean speed in Figure 13 suggests relatively similar insights with the jam length. The
Surasak junction achieving high mean speed, and the South Sathorn experiences drastically low
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(a) Average Green Time of
Phase 0

(b) Average Green Time of
Phase 1

(c) Average Green Time of
Phase 2

(d) Average Green Time of
Phase 3

(e) Average Green Time of
Phase 4

(f) Average Green Time of
Phase 5

(g) Average Green Time of
Phase 6

(h) Average Green Time of
Phase 7

(i) Average Green Time of
Phase 8

Figure 12: Average Green Time of the 9 Phases

mean speed. The reasoning should be similar to what was previously mentioned, the Surasak
Road being of crucial importance and the South Sathorn as an idle buffer. North Sathorn
experiences a slight increase in mean speed and CharoenRat separates into two cases due to
the shifted importance of the reward weights: the higher weighted occupancy β = 0.12, 0.16
achieving a higher mean speed while the lower weighted occupancy β = 0.04, 0.08 achieves a
lower mean speed.
The average green time of the different phases in Figure 12 provides more insight to the
agent’s actions. The phases that all the agents are in agreement are phases 2 and 4, which
has a clear increasing trend of being assigned green time. Phase 2 corresponds to releasing the
upstream supply of Surasak to all the downstream edges. As discussed earlier, the Surasak
Road is the road that should be given most importance with respect to the potential gridlock.
Approaching 1 million agent steps, all agents agree to give phase 2 an average green time
of more than 25 seconds. Phase 4 has a lower average green time of around 18 seconds,
which corresponds to the phase in releasing only the upstream supply of North Sathorn. The
downstream of North Sathorn does not contribute to the gridlock in anyway, and it is logical
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(b) CharoenRat Mean Speed

(d) North Sathorn Mean Speed

Figure 13: Mean Speed of the Approaching Lanes

that the agents learn that there is no harm in releasing the North Sathorn upstream. There
are some phases which the agent are not in agreement with each other, for example: Phase
1, where the agents with higher weighted occupancy values β = 0.12, 0.16 favor to keep green
time more than 20 seconds, while the agent with lower values β = 0.04, 0.08 consistently keep
the green time at 10 seconds. Phase 1 is the phase that releases both the upstream of North
Sathorn and the upstream of South Sathorn simultaneously. Although this is theoretically
more efficient than Phase 4 where it releases only one upstream, it has severe drawbacks when
the downstream is near full capacity and may lead to queue length spillback–contributing to
gridlock. However, since the agent with higher β values are more sensitive to vehicle backlog,
it would prefer to release the upstream supply of the Sathorn South direction to reduce the
South Sathorn buffer in expense of a potential gridlock. Phase 5 is an interesting phase, since
it is the phase that releases the upstream Sathorn South buffer to the bottleneck downstream.
It seems like the agents are undecided on the results of this phase, resulting in a high variance
in the graph. However, the average green time of phase 5 at around 10 seconds, which is low
comparative to the other phases. Phase 0 is also interesting, where it is an all red phase. The
agents with higher weighted occupancy values β = 0.12, 0.16 seem to favor the all red phase
much more than the lower values. This is because it places less importance on the vehicle
throughput, lowering the incentive to switch lights to make vehicles flow. This may imply that
the agents are able to be idle and wait for quite a while before selecting a useful action. Phase
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7 seems pretty stationary at around the average green time of 20 seconds. Phase 6 is more
special, where only the highest weighted occupancy value β = 0.16 favors with more than 30
seconds of average green time. We have no explanation on why this occurs.

5

Conclusion

We have tested an artificial traffic lights controller Ape-X DQN agent under partial observability
with limited sensory inputs in the traffic microsimulator SUMO. The Chula-SSS data with
extended flows is used to trigger gridlock behavior as a base environment for the agent to learn.
Results regarding the exploration with the reward being the weighted difference between the
vehicle throughput and vehicle backlog (weighted occupancy) has been reported. The results
show that the agent is able to derive insights and gridlock alleviation techniques similar to
that of the traffic police experts even with no information about the whole gridlock state of all
the critical looped road segments. However, the experiments reported on this paper are very
limited with few hyperparameters tuning. Future works may continue to research further and
do extensive ablation tests on the hyperparameters settings.
Future works can explore the agent’s reaction to the different constraints and limitations
to the agent’s observability, and see how the agent changes its learning behaviors over each
additional sensory input. This could prove to be useful in third world countries where sensors
are scarce. Additionally, the reward function should also be worth further explorations for
different combinations and formulation to increase the agent’s effectiveness when dense reward
information signals are not available. The load factor for extended flows contributing to the
gridlock loop can also be varied to observe the breakdown conditions and the optimal conditions
with respect to the extent of the agent’s abilities for traffic light control.
This paper has demonstrated the capability of the agent to incur insightful actions for a
larger problem with very limited knowledge. This capability of the agent can extend to further
researches and potentially aid people to make more informed decisions for investment on sensors.
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